
Shooting Guide & Shooting Script

‘The Best Movie Ever’

GENERAL INFO 

This document will serve as your shooting guide.  I have separated scenes by 
location in order to streamline the filming process.  Record all lines, reactions 
and movements for each location before moving on to the next one.   

This guide will be for the crew portion of our movie as well as the movie critic 
inserts.  That includes CARLY, MILES, JAI and ELEANOR. 

Location 1 - Movie Set (Living Room or Open Space) 

Set Decoration 
A living room or open space should be used for all MOVIE SET scenes.  We are 
trying to create the vibe of a behind the camera crew watching a movie wrap up 
being made.  Movie sets can be anywhere but in general there tends to be lots of 
industrial looking equipment lying around.  We don’t need a lot, but if you have 
any cords, ladders, lighting equipment you can throw in the background, that 
would help add to the ‘behind the scenes vibe’.   

Costumes 
Nothing too fancy.  These are ‘behind the scenes’ people so they dress more for 
efficiency rather than looks.  Jeans, jackets, casual shirts and hats are all great. 

Props 
Carly - Megaphone and headphones around the neck. 
Miles - Walkie Talkie and headphones around the neck. 
Eleanor - Headphones around the neck and a pad of paper (script). 
Jai - Camera, Tripod (if you have it). 

Shot List 
Simple stuff.  The characters repeat the same general beats from scene to scene 
and only have a few lines in each.   

Cropping - Medium (Waist Up) 
Framing - Center (Place Actor Near Center) 
Camera Level - In Line with Eyes (Accept Carly who should shoot from a 
slightly lower angle looking up) 
Eyeline - Right Above Camera Lens 

All Movie Set scenes have been included after this page. 



INT. MOVIE SET 1

The director, DAWN TAYLOR is sitting and watching in awe. 

DAWN
Cut! WONDERFUL!

The 1st AD, BLAZE, calls out.

BLAZE
Checking the gate!

The screenwriter, ARI SCOTT, holds her script and stands up. 

ARI
Wow. I had no idea those lines 
would be so powerful when I wrote 
them. 

The camera person, GERONIMO STEWARTS checks the camera to 
make sure the shot is clean.

GERONIMO
We got it! Looks radical! 
Preparinging for post!

BLAZE
That’s a wrap!

The actors stand up to bow. Dawn stands up to declare. 

DAWN
This will be the best movie ever!

INT. MOVIE SET 2

Dawn is sitting and watching in awe.

DAWN
Cut! INCREDIBLE!

BLAZE
Checking the gate!

ARI
Wow. I know that my script was 
pulled from the headlines but your 
acting was pulled from the heavens!

Geronimo checks the camera.
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GERONIMO
We got it! Looks spectacular! 
Preparing for post!

BLAZE
That’s a wrap!  

DAWN
Now this is absolutely, positively 
THE BEST MOVIE EVER!

INT. MOVIE SET 3

DAWN
Cut!

ARI
Wow!

GERONIMO
Got it!

DAWN
Absolutely, positively, 
categorically and unreservedly, the 
Best Movie Ever!

2.
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Location 2 - Movie Set B-Roll (Living Room or Open Space) 

Set Decoration 
For our final scene we need some B-Roll for a quick movie montage. This is a 
quick montage of everyone on set, at work and having a blast. 

Costumes 
Same as Movie Set scenes  

Props 
Carly - Megaphone and headphones around the neck. 
Miles - Walkie Talkie and headphones around the neck. 
Eleanor - Headphones around the neck and a pad of paper (script). 
Jai - Camera, Tripod (if you have it) 

Shot List 
The characters are on the job.  We need some improvised footage of each 
character doing their thing. Filming, directing, writing the script, calling cut and 
action, etc… 30 seconds is more than enough.  

Cropping - Actors Choice 
Framing - Actors Choice 
Eyeline - Actors Choice 

All Movie Critic Montage scenes have been included after this page. 



INT. MOVIE SET B-ROLL

The most outrageous movie yet. A montage of acting, 
directing, filming, setting up.  

DAWN
Cut! 

Everybody high fives and congratulates each other.

BLAZE
That’s a Wrap. Well what do think 
about this one boss?

DAWN
Well, I don’t want to get ahead of 
myself but I would say it’s... the 
best movie ever!

The End. Roll credits. For real this time.
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Location 3 - Breakfast Diner (Breakfast Table) 

Set Decoration 
Any dining table will work great.  The idea is that the cast and crew are 
commiserating at around breakfast diner after a slew of bad reviews.  Have the 
kids eat some sort of breakfast (cereal and toast are great). Plates, glasses, 
silverware etc… 

Costumes 
Same or similar to movie set. Simple. Casual.  

Props 
Miles - Cell phone to read review and news story.  
Everyone else - Breakfast items dishwater and utensils.  

Shot List 
Simple stuff.  The characters repeat the same general beats from scene to scene 
and only have a few lines in each.   

Cropping - Medium Close Up (Table Up) 
Framing - Center (Place Actor Near Center) 
Eyeline - Looking forward and slightly left and right when addressing 
group. 

PLEASE MAKE SURE TO FILM CHARACTERS LEAVING THEN RUSHING 
BACK TO THE TABLE EACH TIME 

EXTRA CREDIT for Parents or sibling who want to play waiter and pick up/drop 
off plates, or fill up water in the background during the lines.  

All Breakfast Table scenes have been included after this page. 



INT. BREAKFAST DINER 

The cast & crew sit around a table eating breakfast(whatever 
you have, cereal, eggs, pancakes etc...).

BLAZE
...under any circumstances... Hmm.. 
What do we think?

DAWN
I will never make a movie again! 

ARI
It’s not technically a plot hole to 
make the daughter the grandma in 
the end.  Ever heard of time 
travel?

ZIG
What do they mean ‘over acting’?

NALI
If we aren’t screaming or crying 
how would they even know we’re 
acting?

Zig and Nali sob. 

GERONIMO
I thought filming everything upside 
down would be thought provoking.  

BLAZE
Cheer up everyone. We’ll be back on 
our feet soon enough. Hey, Listen 
to this! (Reading off a cell phone) 
‘Banana Killer on the loose! A 
banana peel was found exploded at 
1432....’ 

The cast & crew slowly gain interest. 

INT. BREAKFAST DINER 2

The cast & crew sit around a table eating breakfast.   

BLAZE
... ‘you want to pull your teeth 
out one by one until you pass out 
from pain’. Hmmm... very specific.  
Thoughts? 
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DAWN
I will never make a movie again and 
I mean it this time!

ZIG
How dare they call us dumb?

NALI
We have degrees in theatre!

ARI
How can my writing be a scam? I 
haven’t made a penny yet. My 
parents are very dissapointed in 
me.

GERONIMO
I thought filming everything in 
slow motion would be revolutionary. 
Seven hours isn’t that long for a 
movie.

BLAZE
Cheer up everyone. It’s only a few 
dozen bad reviews. The next one we 
make is sure to be a hit. Hey, 
Listen to this! (Reading off a cell 
phone) ‘Child raised by Stray Dog 
becomes Nobel Prize Winner?’  

The cast & crew slowly gain interest. 

INT. BREAKFAST DINER 3

Blaze reads reviews from phone.

BLAZE
... “the opposite of good. Bad. 
Very, very, very, very, very, very, 
very bad. The verdict is in. 
Absolutely, positively, 
categorically and unreservedly the 
worst movie ever.” Strong opinion. 
hmmm... welp, what’s our next step?

DAWN
I have worked my entire life to 
create art. I sweat. I cry. I 
breathe movies and what do I get in 
return? This is what they think of  
us and our hard work? Well I won’t 
take it anymore. I won’t give them 
the satisfaction. I quit.

2.
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Dawn leaves as do the others. Slowly and with much sadness. 
Credits start to roll. Just then...

BLAZE
Okay, listen to this... “You’ve 
heard of mole people but have you 
heard of TROLL PEOPLE. Recently 
found living in basements, caves,  
magical schools and under 
bridges...”

Blaze holds up their phone. Everybody rushes back to the 
table to see what it is and starts to plan. 

3.
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Location 4 - Movie Critic Montage (Your Choice) 

Set Decoration 
The kids have created their own movie critic characters so feel free film and 
decorate accordingly.  The idea is that they each have their own movie critic 
shows either online or on TV.  Bookshelves, bedrooms, offices and really any 
place will work great. 

Costumes 
Miles - Casual, easy going outfit 
Ethan and Ilan - Grampa Clothes 
Eleanor - Gamer style clothing. Cool and slick. 
Jai - Slightly dressed up.  Well groomed. 
Carly - Tik Tok Celeb - Fashionable and weird.  

Props 
None unless inspiration hits. 

Shot List 
Simple stuff.  The characters repeat the same general beats from scene to scene 
and only have a line in each.   

Cropping - Medium 
Framing - Center  
Eyeline - Looking directly at camera  

Carly and Eleanor may film vertically (Tik Tok Selfie Style) since they are 
social media based.  

All Movie Critic Montage scenes have been included after this page. 



INT. CRITIC MONTAGE 1

Montage of various movie critics panning the movie.

SELIM RENTIURT
New movie ‘See You Never’ misses 
the mark comepletly!

 OL’ GRANDPA MOE
The worst acting I have ever seen. 
Actors Nali Nodles and Zig Zain are 
terrible!

 OL’ GRANDPA JOE
Because of their over acting I am 
over their acting.

 DORITO
Watch where your stepping with this 
script by Ari Scott because there 
are a lot of plot holes.

HAROLD VAN ELSBURG
Director of photography, Geronimo 
Stewarts has lost his focus. I mean 
who shot this thing? A bat? 

TANYA TINALP
Someone get the laundry basket 
because director Dawn Taylor is 
washed up.  Do not see this movie 
under any...

INT. CRITIC MONTAGE 2

Montage of various movie critics panning the movie.

SELIM RENTIURT
An insult to victims of banana 
violence everywhere!

 OL’ GRANDPA MOE
And the Oscar for DUMB ACTING goes 
to...

 OL’ GRANDPA JOE
An actual banana would have given a 
better performance then these 
whippeersnappers!
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 DORITO
A story this tragic deserves a 
screenwriter not a scamrunner! 
#Flop

HAROLD VAN ELSBURG
Who shot this thing? A sloth? 

TANYA TINALP
Dawn Taylor should be banned from 
Hollywood! A movie so bad it’ll 
make...

2.


